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Love can be found in the versus of many kinds of poetry
Where word flow out freely and are nice to read and be seen;
Poetry with verses full of live are just dying to be read,
Where the twisting takes of rhymes in rhythm and time will lead.

  

So can you compare love verse poetry for they go together,
Or are you trying to mix things up just to sort them out;
Is there any reason for the ambiguity of writing lines,
Or does love just come naturally in poetry to read so very fine.

  

I know you all try to read between the lines for what is right,
And the truth is that love it written in verse to see poetry in the lightly;
Love can be found amongst the words of poetry verse;
And live is written for reading and meaning words to rehearse.

  

So love really flows freely in verses of poetry to read,
God verses poetry for love is found in things that he does need;
Love is found in poetry, as God's verses are verses to heed,
God's verses that lead, can be like love found in poetry from seed.

  

Love in verses of poetry come straight from the heart of God,
Where the beauty in flowing words are like streams of water cold;
And the mellow glistening clear meaning of the flow as they come out,
Are like refreshing thoughts of inspiration melting coolly in the mouth.

  

Now I would like to thank you for your consideration,
As these words of love come out on poetic verse for inspiration;
And the things you treasure in life fill your head with heaven,
As you realize the meaning of live in verses of poetry and learn the treasure.

  

Signed,
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The Heart Between the Lines
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